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1. Introduction
This Special Issue provides the first literature collection focused on the development and
implementation of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) and their integration with sensors for atmospheric
measurements on Earth. The research covered in the Special Issue combines chemical, physical,
and meteorological measurements performed in field campaigns as well as conceptual and laboratory
work. Useful examples for the development of platforms and autonomous systems for environmental
studies are provided, which demonstrate how careful the operation of sensors aboard UAS must be
to gather information for remote sensing in the atmosphere. The work serves as a key collection
of articles to introduce the topic to new researchers interested in the field, guide future studies,
and motivate measurements to improve our understanding of Earth’s complex atmosphere. The next
section summarizes the key information of individual contributions.
2. Summary of This Special Issue
The changing atmospheric composition by emitted greenhouse gases (GHGs) constitutes one of
the major challenges faced by societies, and the contribution of UAS to study this problem [1] is the
subject of the opening article of this Special Issue. The article revised the use of UAS to accurately
report sources and magnitudes of GHGs emission at low altitudes (<100 m) with spatiotemporal
resolution on the order of meters and seconds [1]. The most relevant classes of UAS were evaluated for
the operation of gas detectors such as laser-absorption techniques, and metal-oxide semiconductor
and catalytic sensors. Special emphasis was provided to explain the importance of calibration and
validation of lightweight analytical systems mounted on UAS for quantifying atmospheric gases [1]
and thermodynamic parameters [2]. Relevant limits of detection and range for measurements of ozone,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, methane, and volatile organic
compounds were provided [1].
As one of the most important and rapidly increasing GHGs, methane can leak to the atmosphere
from natural gas systems. Golston et al. and Yang et al. provided an innovative method and
algorithm for locating and quantifying continuous leaks as low as 2 standard cubic feet of methane
per hour with an UAS equipped with a methane sensor [3,4]. Careful considerations for sampling,
i.e., wind effects, variable leak magnitudes, etc., as well as validation of the method and errors were
discussed [3,4]. Cost considerations for the implementation of UAS with sensors for atmospheric
studies were evaluated together with the regulations to operate small UAS internationally to study
atmospheric composition [1].
Recent progress in sensor integration and location highlights the importance of sample aspiration
and solar shielding, calibration/validation, and vehicle operation for boundary layer profiling for large
collaborations [2]. Furthermore, Hemingway et al. discussed an effective strategy to sample vertical
profiles with UAS for collecting information on physical variables, i.e., temperature (3 m) and humidity
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(2 m) in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) [5]. A recent field study by Zhou et al. compared
the results from UAS measurements to ground-based stations and satellite remote sensing platforms,
to assess the mechanisms for a pollution episode in the city of Nanjing, China [6]. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations contributed to optimize the mounting location of sensors to minimize air
disturbance by propellers [6]. Meteorological conditions that favor the accumulation of particulate
matter with diameter ≤2.5 µm (PM2.5) were identified for long distance transport of pollutants from
the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region [6].
A challenge to study the ABL with UAS is determining the turbulent tridimensional (3D) wind
vector. An important article of the Special Issue by Witte et al. described the development of an UAS
for measuring turbulence in the ABL, which was capable of computing the time-dependent wind speed
while flying [7]. For this purpose, a five-hole probe velocity sensor was used to combine data from the
different sensors [7]. Rautenberg et al. compared commonly used wind speed and direction estimation
algorithms with the direct 3D wind vector measurement using a five-hole probe [8]. An exciting
research project for studying the ABL over the Arctic was introduced by Kral et al. [9]. Flight missions
with high vertical resolution combined the use of fixed and rotary wing UAS, which were supplemented
by ground-based observations of eddy covariance, automatic weather stations and remote sensing
instrumentation [9]. Bärfuss et al. introduced a flexible UAS for sampling the ABL with sensors for
temperature, humidity, 3D wind vector, position, black carbon, irradiance and atmospheric particles [10].
Finally, challenging the original conception of this Special Issue, an interesting consideration for the
use of a sounding rocket alternative platform with a satellite navigation system was provided [11].
Such a platform can enable fast and precise meteorological data acquisition of complete trajectories
from 20 to 60 km altitude [11].
3. Conclusions
The eleven contributions of this Special Issue discussed different atmospheric problems and
strategies to study them with small UAS. The articles should be of interest to the atmospheric sciences
community at large, both for instruction of graduate level courses, and to inspire new research that
will improve the current understanding of our atmosphere.
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